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Abstract
Proteins are essential in all living organisms. They are involved in various critical activities and are also structural components of cells and tissues. Lactose permease a membrane protein has become a prototype for the major facilitator super family and utilises an existing electrochemical proton gradient to shuttle galactoside sugars to the cell. Therefore it exists in two principle states exposing the internal binding site to either side of the membrane. From previous studies it has been suggested that protonation precedes substrate binding but it is still unclear why this has to occur in the event of substrate binding. Therefore this study aimed to bridge this gap and to determine the chemical characteristics of the transport pathway. Molecular dynamics simulation methods and specialised simulation hardware were employed to elucidate the dependency of substrate binding on the protonation nature of Lactose permease. Protein models that differed in their conformation as well as their protonation states were defined from their respective X-ray structures. Targeted molecular dynamics was implemented to drive the substrate to the binding site and umbrella sampling was used to define the free energy of the transport pathway. It was therefore suggested that protonation for sugar binding is due to the switch-like mechanism of Glu325 in the residue-residue interaction (His322 and Glu269) that leads to sugar binding only in the protonated state of LacY. Furthermore, the free energy profile of sugar transport path way was lower only in the protonated state which indicates stability of sugar binding in the protonated state.
Popular scientific summary

Proteins are small organic molecules which perform most of their works in our cells and are required for structure and maintaining the function of organs. Proteins are made up of many smaller units referred to as amino acids that attach to one another in form of long chain that dictate the function of that specific protein. The interaction between the cell and its extracellular environment is mediated by membrane proteins that recognise and transport a variety of small particles such as ions, solutes across the membrane using energy that is obtained from various sources. Lactose permease is a sample to the certain class of proteins, understanding the rearrangement and the structure of this protein is very useful to the industry of drug discovery since it depends on the specific binding of small molecules to their targets that are obviously proteins. This will improve on the existing strategies for drug discoveries and innovations for new drugs. Lactose permease a membrane protein extracted from *Escherichia coli* mediates the accumulation of only lactose sugars into the cell.

Many studies have been carried out on this protein on how it carries out its function. The most recent studies advised that in order for this protein to transport lactose sugars, it needs to be have an extra hydrogen ion on the glutamic acid residue but they do not clearly state why this is required. The main aim of the study was to find out why this specific amino acid needs to be having an extra hydrogen ion (protonation) for the sugar to bind to its target protein. If we understand why an extra hydrogen ion is needed in the transport cycle of lactose permease, we then have control over this process that we can regulate and determine the amount of sugars and their types that can enter into and out of the cell. We accomplished this by applying a computer based technique known as molecular dynamics which provides a detailed view on every interaction at an atomic level hence mimicking the natural cellular environment. First, protein copies were defined and these deferred in their rearrangements and also in the presence of extra hydrogen ions in respect to the glutamic acid 325. These models were then inserted into membrane system and then molecular dynamics was applied to them. The interacting molecules were tracked in the process of sugar binding to the protein. An extension to this method was the umbrella sampling methods that determines the amount of the work done by the interacting molecules that is the amino acids in the protein and the lactose sugar.

Results from the simulation are presented in a form of sequential snap shots or frames of pictures that represent the occurring event at that specific time period. It was observed that the reason why protonation is required for substrate binding is due to the contact of specific amino acids that is glutamic acid at the position of 269 in the protein and histidine at the position of 322 both mediated by glutamic acid 325. Among the amino acids in the active site, glutamic acid 269 supports sugar binding. In the protonated state glutamic acid 269 interacts with the sugar but not in the absence of the hydrogen. This is because in the absence of hydrogen ion, glutamic acid 269 interacts with histidine 322 hence hindering sugar binding but in the protonated state, this histidine 322 interacts with glutamic acid 325 hence availing glutamic acid 269 for sugar binding. Furthermore the work done during amino acid sugar-interactions were measured both in the protonated and in the absence of the hydrogen ion. It was observed that there is less work done by the protonated protein system meaning that there is stability unlike in the deprotonated protein system. This generated information is beneficial first to the drug discovery industries as well to the scientific community since it bridges a gap in the understanding of sugar transport in the lactose permease protein.
**Abbreviations**

E325-: Deprotonated state of the protein by Glutamic acid 325$^{\text{H-}}$

E325H: Protonated state of the protein Glutamic acid 325$^{\text{H+}}$

LacY: Lactose permease (LacY) protein of *Escherichia coli*

TMD: Targeted Molecular Dynamics

PDB ID: Protein Data Database Identification
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**Introduction**

Proteins are essential in all living organisms [1]. These macromolecules are involved in a range of critically important activities and are also structural components of cells and tissues [2]. The cell and its compartments are separated from their environment by biological membranes. Proteins in the membrane mediate the exchange of substances between cellular environments forming the basis of transmembrane traffic in cellular metabolism [1, 3]. Transmembrane proteins accomplish this transport by structural conformational changes that influence various transport mechanisms. Active transport, unlike passive transport, uses the free energy released from Adenosine Triphosphate hydrolysis (primary active transport) or the free energy stored in an electrochemical proton gradient (secondary active transport) to transport substances across biological membranes [2, 4]. This study focuses on determination of the molecular basis for secondary active transport in Lactose permease (LacY) of *Escherichia coli*, which is a prototype system for the major facilitator super family.

**Function of LacY**

The diverse major facilitator super protein transporters are single polypeptide secondary carriers [5, 6]. These proteins transport a variety of small molecules in various organisms in response to the electrochemical gradient across biological membranes [4, 7]. LacY is a member of this family and is coded for by the LacY gene, the second structural gene in the Lac operon [5, 7]. LacY utilizes an existing proton gradient to shuttle galactoside sugars across the cell membrane [4, 8]. LacY also transduces energy from the downhill translocation of the sugar to power the uphill transport $H^+$ in the absence of an electrochemical proton gradient ($\Delta\mu^+$) [4, 5]. To carry out these processes, LacY exhibits specific structural rearrangements leading to intermediate states that bind sugar at one side of the membrane and releases it to the other side of the membrane [9, 10]. The structural rearrangements are driven by subsequent protonation/deprotonation as well as sugar binding/release events [5, 11, 12]. Sugar binding (galactose sugar) is observed to involve an induced fit in LacY [13–15]. In this view, side chains on both the C- and N-terminal helix bundles ligate the galactoside sugar [13, 14, 16]. This leads to a transition to an occluded intermediate state that undergoes and alternate access therefore indicating that the galactose sugar must fully bind for transition into an occluded state [17, 18]. Experimental findings over the past years highlight deprotonation as a rate limiting step for lactose/$H^+$ symport in the inward-to-outward transition [9, 19, 20]. In addition, the opening of protonated and sugar-bound LacY to the other side of the membrane is the rate limiting step in the outward-to-inward transition [19].

Key residues involved in the lactose/$H^+$ symport mechanism have been described which include Glu126, Asn 272, Arg144, Trp151, Tyr263, Glu269, Arg302, His322 and Glu325 [5, 12, 21]. Findings from various biochemical studies have indicated that the replacement of these key residues may cause blockage of active transport and translocation activity [7, 21, 22]. Glu325 plays a central role in galactoside/$H^+$ symport and has a pKa of 10.5, a value that coincides precisely with the variation of the affinity of LacY for galactoside as a function of pH [11, 19, 23]. Several amino acids involved in sugar binding and $H^+$ translocation have been also suggested to be responsible for the alkaline pKa of Glu325 [23, 24]. This means that Glu325 needs to be protonated to bind the sugar.

Therefore the pKa cannot be assigned to a single amino acid side chain in this group. Glu325 is an essential part of the coupling mechanism in LacY since its protonation or deprotonation determines whether or not galactoside binds effectively [19, 23]. Stabilization of the protonated form of Glu325 is likely due to the hydrophobic microenvironment of the transmembrane domain. [25]. However, it has been suggested that deprotonation of Glu325 involve a decrease in pKa [23]. This has been thought to be caused either by the accessibility of Glu325 to water or by the approximation of Arg302 to Glu325 in the establishment of a salt bridge [16, 26].
LacY is specific in the translocation of sugars with a high specificity directed towards the galactoside sugars, unlike other sugars such as glucose [3, 7]. It has been observed that the specificity is highly related to the C4-OH orientation of the pyranosyl ring which is present in the galactopyranoside moiety of lactose but absent in glucopyranosides like glucose [27]. The conformational changes of LacY in response to affinity and specificity of interacting molecules lead to an alternate access mechanism in the coupled translocation of H+ and a galactopyranoside [25, 28].

Although LacY has been extensively studied [5], how sugar affinity and specificity are achieved is presently not known which presents a gap in understanding membrane transport and the coupling mechanism between the proton gradient and transport. Therefore the determination of the molecular features underlying affinity, specificity and coupling mechanism can potentially have wide impact in the structural biology field hence forming the basis of this study. In addition, the entire enterprise of drug discovery rests on selective binding of drug molecules to their targets, which in many cases are membrane proteins [29]. Therefore, understanding of their molecular structure is critical and may boost drug discovery to annihilate diseases.

**Inward facing conformation**

The historical review of the LacY structure reflects the initial X-ray structures of a stable mutant (PDB ID: 1PV6) and a subsequent wild type structure (PDB ID: 2V8N), which both present the same inward-facing conformation [7, 30]. The basic functional unit for the LacY symporter consist of 12 transmembrane helices ordered into six-helical bundles (the N- and C-terminal) linked by a long cytoplasmic loop [5, 7]. The two transmembrane domains exhibit mirror symmetry and surround a hydrophilic cavity. The sugar binding site is positioned in the centre of the molecule and is located at the apex of the hydrophilic cavity [21, 22, 31]. The cavity also holds the H+ binding site. Both of the sites are inaccessible from the tightly sealed periplasmic side and only open to the cytoplasmic side[5]. The tight sealing at the periplasmic cavity is mainly influenced by the closeness that exists between helices II and XI and between helices V and VIII [15]. Residues on helices III, VI and IX are positioned far away from the hydrophilic cavity hence may not directly involve in sugar and H+ binding [30].

**Proposed mechanism of lactose/H+ symport**

Understanding the mechanism of substrate and proton translocation gives a detailed insight into how lactose permease carries out its function and also how its structure is directly linked to its role in the accumulation of sugars in the cell of an organism. Therefore it’s very important to understand this mechanism for any proposed studies on the function of LacY. It has been proposed that the protonation of LacY in an outward facing conformation from the periplasmic side initiates the reaction cycle [5, 11, 21]. The proton (H+) has been suggested to reside in the vicinity of His322 and Glu269. Both of these residues form part of an extensive salt-bridge/H-bond network that defines the H+ translocation site in the C-terminal domain [11].

In the protonated LacY, Glu269 and Arg144 are required for sugar binding which disrupts the salt bridge between Arg144 and Glu126 that also initiates the outward-to-inward transition. Glu269 has been identified to provide a link between the H+ translocation site and the sugar binding site [11].

The movement of Arg144 influences the relocation of His322 towards Glu325 that acts as a final proton acceptor. The sugar is released to the cytoplasm resulting in conformational changes accompanied by the deprotonation of Glu325 which induces an outward facing conformation [32, 33]. This reverse transition is initiated by the formation of an H-bond between His322 and Glu269, and the reaction cycle is complete [11]. Sugar dissociation leads to the accumulation of sugar against a concentration gradient [34]. The entire reaction steps are described in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1. Overview of the proposed model of LacY transport cycle, Steps are numbered sequentially. Step (I) reflects protonation LacY in the outward facing conformation. Step (II) sugar binding and salt bridge interference (Arg144 and Glu126). Step (III) Induced fit occluded conformation following sugar binding. Step (IV) rapid transition of an outward-inward conformation allowing formation of another salt bridge between Arg144 and Glu269. Step V sugar release to the cytoplasm. Step VI deprotonation of Glu325 allowing for an inward-outward transition (VII and VIII). (Drafted from [11])

**Outward facing conformation**

For many years attempts have been made to trap an outward-facing state of LacY. Recently, a stable double mutant crystal structure was described in an outward occluded state and slightly open to the periplasmic side [9, 10]. This followed the replacement of Gly46 with Trp46 on the N-terminal domain and Gly262 with Trp262 on the C-terminal domain in the periplasmic side. These glycine residues, with similar residues in LacY and among the members of the MSF, are highly conserved [35].

Residues Gly262 and Gly46 in the outward open conformation are significantly important for tighter helix oligomerization allowing close interaction of helices II and VII at the periplasmic side [25]. It has been observed through the experimental body that the replacement of any these residues abolishes dimerization of the transmembrane helices, which traps an outward facing conformation of LacY [32].

The double mutant (G46W/G262W) co-crystallised with high affinity galactopyranosides including β-D-galactopyranosyl-1-thio-β-D-galactopyranoside [PDB ID: 4OAA] and p-nitrophenyl-α-d-galactopyranoside (NPG) [PDB ID:4ZYR] provide insight in galactose-specific binding interaction [10]. The interactions of side chains that determine specificity for sugar translocation were observed to be almost indistinguishable in both the sugar analogs [10]. On binding, the sugar goes into an almost occluded but partially open to the periplasmic side with a tightly sealed cytoplasmic side. The incomplete closure was attributed to the bulky tryptophan residues (Trp46 and Trp262), which enable sugar binding without a complete transition into an occluded state [10].
Even more recently, a fully outward-open conformation (PDB ID: 5GXB) was stabilised in an apo-LacY G46W/G262W structure through the use of camelid single-domain nanobodies [36]. Side chains in the binding site that actively determine sugar binding and specificity where observed in the same positions in both sugar-bound and apo states of the protein. Together these three crystal structures rationalize the interactions with LacY for specificity and affinity as discrete properties. However, the underlying molecular details remain unclear. Therefore, determination of the molecular determinants for specificity and of affinity will add to the existing body of knowledge of the molecular basis underlying the coupled transport.

**Molecular dynamics simulations**

The availability of X-ray structures and computation capabilities with modern algorithms pave way for molecular dynamics (MD) simulation [37]. Such *ab initio* characterization has permitted a detailed understanding of structures and dynamic behaviour of atomistic systems [38]. MD simulations allow tracking of motion of individual atoms on a time scale enabling the elucidation of fast chemical/biological reactions in the transport of sugars and protons across the membrane [39]. MD simulation therefore has complemented the experimentation body by providing a powerful integrative approach in the analysis of biomolecular structures and exploration of conformational dynamics [37].

For example, a previous MD simulation study of a deprotonated LacY state [E325(-)] suggested the closing of the cytoplasmic cavity that destabilises the inward facing state but inducing the outward facing conformation [11]. Therefore deprotonation of Glu325 was suggested to trigger the transition between the inward and outward facing state with more conformational changes at the cytoplasmic side involving helix IV in the N-terminal domain. In addition, an attempt to study the mechanism of permeation was conducted by MD simulation [40]. However, this work was based on the exploration of the periplasmic pathway through the application of steered molecular dynamics in the inward facing conformation (which is closed to the periplasm) and a short simulation time was used for the transport process of lactose sugar.

With access to X-ray structures opened towards the periplasm, we can now for the first time use MD simulation to understand sugar specificity and affinity. In this study, we used the state-of-art MD methods such as targeted MD and umbrella sampling to understand the molecular mechanism and energetic basis of how major facilitator superfamily proteins in biological membranes carry out transport of critical substances. Two LacY systems were established in a POPE lipid membrane in both the protonated (E325/H⁺) and deprotonated state (E325/H⁻). MD simulation were performed using the CHARMM36 [41] parameter set for the biomolecules LacY protein. The LacY membrane systems were composed of lipids, water, ions and a lactose sugar as shown in Figure 2 below.

Together, methods of molecular dynamics simulation and specialised simulation hardware were employed in this study that aimed to determine the molecular elements that govern specificity and affinity as well as proton coupled transport mechanism in Lactose permease system. To accomplish this, the protonation state of Glu325 was explored to find out why Glu 325 must be protonated for substrate binding, therefore protonation of the protein was thought to have an effect on the specificity and affinity of the binding substrate molecule. Understanding the importance of protonation towards the specificity and affinity of the sugar will contribute to the existing body of knowledge of the transport mechanism of LacY. Since LacY is a prototype to the major facilitator super family and shares the same structural rearrangement with majority of members in the family especially the glucose transporter protein, the knowledge in the transport mechanism generated may improve on the existing strategies of drug discovery and innovation of new drugs that are central to human health.
Figure 2. shows the (lactose permease) LacY membrane protein inserted into a phosphatidylethanolamine-phosphatidylglycerol (POPE) bilayer with other system components including water, ions and the sugar molecule. In surface ice blue are the water molecules, phospholipid heads in van der waals representation presentation coloured in tan, LacY protein presented in orange cartoon, Lipids (POPE) coloured by structure and presented in balls and sticks representation, the lactose sugar in blue balls and sticks buried inside the protein and the ions that dissolved in the water molecules are presented in dots.
Material and methods

Structure preparation

Choice of starting structures

X-ray crystal structures of Lactose permease (LacY) that open towards the periplasmic side were utilised in the determination of specificity and affinity to the selected galactopyranoside sugars. This includes the crystal structure of a conformationally constrained double mutant (G46W/G262W PDBID: 4ZYR) of *E. coli* lactose permease [9]. It was bound to NPG a high affinity sugar molecule. The structure exists as a monomer with a molecular weight of 94.8 kDa and a resolution of 3.312 Å. This state also reveals the sugar binding site describing residues that govern specificity of galactopyranosides. The X-ray structure of LacY-nanobody complex (PDBID: 5GXB) in an outward open conformation was also utilised in this study [36]. This state was stabilized by camelid single domain nanobodies against a double mutant (G46W/G262W PDBID: 4OAA) in the absence of the sugar (apo-state). The structure was determined by X-ray diffraction method with a resolution of 3.3 Å [36]. The protein complex contains chain A as the lactose permease molecule and chain B as the nanobody molecule with a molecular weight of 63.3 kDa. Therefore the X-ray structure with PDBID: 4ZYR and PDBID: 5GXB were used as starting structure for the protein models in the outward facing occluded (periplasmic side almost occluded) state and the outward open (periplasmic side open) state respectively.

Structural modifications

The selected X-ray structures were modified to suit the desired project goals. In both protein structures (PDBID: 4ZYR and PDBID: 5XGB), chain A was selected as the starting coordinate structure. The double tryptophan replacements (G46W/G262W) that were introduced at the periplasmic side in X-ray structures were mutated back to W46G/W262G in the protein models used in the study. The missing loop region that connects the N- and C-terminal at the tightly sealed cytoplasmic side was modelled by satisfying spatial restraints [42]. The modelling program, Modeller 9.19 [50] was used for the production of protein models in both protein states with defined amino acids “(APSSATVANAVGANHS)” in the loop region. Glutamic acid (Glu325) is critical in the proton coupled dynamics and also key in the reaction step of the rapid transition into an outward facing conformation [11]. Therefore protein models that were used in the study differed in the protonation state of Glu325. All histidine residues were defined with protonation state histidine (HSE, proton in the epsilon position).

In the preparation of starting structural files, CHARMM force fields (CHARMM36) [41] were used to reproduce the molecular topology and the selected properties of all atoms in the protein molecule. To accomplish this, VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics) [43] along with NAMD (Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics) [44] were used for the generation of protein structural files. The “psfgen” plugin, a structural building tool in VMD with topology files (CHARMM 36) were used to define atom types, atom names, bonds and partial charges in the generation of the coordinate files. In addition, coordinates of hydrogen atoms in the protein structures and in water molecules were described using topology files and in protein coordinate files.

Build-up of membrane systems

Definition of the macromolecular environment and incorporation of the protein into lipids to mimic the natural environment is important for molecular simulation. CHARMM-GUI a web based graphical interface for simulation input generation was used to generate the membrane and simulation inputs [41].
A phosphatidylethanolamine-phosphatidylglycerol (POPE) lipid bilayer [45] with dimensions of 120 X 120 X 90 (Å) was generated by CHARMM-GUI. The POPE lipid bilayer was chosen based on the reference to the previous study which elucidated the dependence of LacY dynamics and stability in POPE bilayer environment [11]. The protein models were embedded in the lipids and the entire systems were solvated with the TIP3P water model and ionised with sodium chloride salt at a concentration of 0.15 M. The protein molecule was oriented to the centre of the lipid bilayer. The hydrophobic transmembrane domain in the LacY protein was aligned with the lipid tail locations. The transmembrane region of the protein models was determined using the orientation of protein saver [46] that defined the hydrophobic boundaries with reference to the X-ray structures (PDBID: 4ZYR, PDBID: 5GXB). The segments that exist within the hydrophobic boundaries include 1( 9- 31), 2( 46- 68), 3( 75- 96), 4( 105- 130), 5( 140- 161), 6( 166- 186), 7( 222- 244), 8( 260- 283), 9( 288- 308), 10( 313- 337), 11( 346- 370) and 12( 380- 399) with a total length of 417 residues. All lipid, water molecules and ions within a distance of 3 Å of the protein were removed to avoid steric hindrance during minimisation and equilibration phases of simulation. In this description, four membrane systems were set up that differed in the protonation state of Glu235 (Glu325H and Glu325-) and also in conformation, that is in an almost occluded state (with PDBID: 4ZYR as a starting structure) and an outward open state (with PDBID: 5GXB as the starting structure).

**Simulation setup**

MD simulations were performed on four LacY membrane systems respectively with reference to their protonation states and their conformation states with NAMD [44], using CHARMM36 [41] force fields. During the initial energy minimisation phase, the systems were simulated with the protein backbone, water molecules and ions constrained for 2 ns following a gradual increase in temperature from 0 to 310 K in a canonical ensemble using a time step of 1.0 fs with the bond length kept rigid. The temperature of the systems was controlled using Langevin dynamics (130 K, with a damping coefficient of 5 ps⁻¹) sufficient to maintain the temperature. Calculations for long range electrostatic force was taken into account by implementing the particle mesh Ewald with a grid size of 140 X 140 X 90 (Å) and a grid spacing of 1.5 Å. Periodic boundary conditions were considered to give the simulation box its shape and size throughout the simulation time thus preventing surface artefacts. The harmonic restraints on the membrane system were released after 2 ns. Another equilibration phase was subsequently conducted for ~ 56 ns timescale until the systems’ stability was reached at constant temperature (310 K) and pressure (1 atm). The particle mesh Ewald was also used to calculate electrostatic interactions while short range interactions were cut off at the distance of 12 Å.

A parameterised structure of lactose sugar was introduced into the protein models in the membrane systems at a predefined position. The initial coordinates of the lactose sugar were set at the centre of the periplasmic side of the protein to track sugar pathway towards the binding pocket. Water molecules and ions within 3 Å to the sugar were removed to avoid steric hindrance. Another energy minimization step was performed following insertion of the sugar into the system. This minimisation process also eliminates bad initial contacts. NPT simulation ensemble at 310 K and pressure at 1 atm were subsequently conducted for 5 ns, enough to fully stabilise the systems. During this phase, the sugar, but not the hydrogen atoms, was constrained to avoid undesired movements in the system.

**Targeted molecular dynamics**

After equilibrating the systems, targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) [44] was utilized to determine the interactions of associated residues and the structural conformations involved in sugar binding along the transport pathway. TMD was performed on the LacY protein model systems, where the sugar molecule (lactose sugar) was guided towards the final target structure by means of steering forces.
The TMD simulation included an additional energy term based on the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of lactose sugar relative to the predetermined targeted structure at finite temperatures. The RMSD measures the interatomic distance between different protein conformational states. Therefore the RMS distance between the current coordinated of the sugar and the target structure was determined at every time step during TMD simulation. The target reference file was essentially a LacY system with bound lactose sugar that was placed in close proximity to binding residues. The residues (Arg126, Glu144, Cys148, Glu269, His322 and Asn272) were located within a distance of 3-4 Å as relates to the sugar binding position of a higher affinity analog NPG.

The fitted and fixed atoms were selected from the protein model while the entire atoms in the sugar were biased. The TMD forces were applied to biased atoms and the RMS distance was linearly decreased from the initial RMSD at the first time step to the final RMSD at the last final step. TMD runs were conducted with a total of 126 TMD atoms, 81 reference atoms and 45 (lactose) biased at a force constant of 7 kcal/mol/Å in the outward facing state and at 7 kcal/mol/Å in the occluded systems at subsequent rates of 1 ns and 10 ns. The simulations were controlled as previously described in the equilibration phase and the resulting trajectories were visualised using the visual molecular dynamics (VMD) software package. The simulations were run using NAMD 2.10 [44] program on a high performance computing system Beskow (CRAY-XC40-MPI) supercomputer at PDC through KTH.

Data analysis
Analyses were done to identify molecular determinants of affinity and specificity as well as the coupling mechanism in LacY transport system. Therefore, the ideal conformational states for sugar binding as well as the importance of Glu325 protonation in the transport pathway of LacY were elucidated. In addition, various analyses were performed to ascertain the stability of the systems throughout the simulation time so as to achieve a local energy minimum in the all simulated systems to prevent structural distortions.

The VMD software package was used to perform visualisation and analysis of output files from NAMD simulations. HOLE program [47] was used in the analysis of the pore dimension that runs through the structural models [47]. Various in-house scripts written in the Tcl/Tk language were also utilised in the analysis of output simulation files.

NAMD simulation program provides algorithms for controlling pressure and temperature of the systems [44]. Therefore, these kinetic properties of the simulation systems were maintained at constant values with reference to the generated statistical ensembles. Corresponding plots were generated to show their distribution and fluctuation over the simulation time. To avoid problems with boundary effects caused by infinite size, periodic boundary condition were considered and the volume of the simulation box was monitored. As the simulation box shrinks when the system is simulated under controlled pressure, the changes of the box were used to monitor the equilibration process. Analysis of the periodic cell parameters that describe the cell dimension was carried out.

The amount by which atoms in the system deviate from the initial coordinates was characterised by the measurement of RMSD for each configuration in the trajectory as a function of simulation time. Thus the RMSD measurement was used for monitoring the integrity and convergence of the simulated system. This also gives insights into the structural conformation throughout the simulation time. Likewise the atoms in the system usually fluctuate around their average positions depending on the temperature factor. The time evolution of the atomic fluctuations for the embedded protein in the systems was monitored for convergence using the RMSF, a useful measure to characterise local changes in the protein.
Hydrogen bonding provides the directional interaction that strengthens the protein structure by conferring rigidity to the intermolecular interactions [48]. Therefore, the time dependent changes in the hydrogen bond lengths of interacting amino acid side chains in the protein were measured and used to monitor the equilibration state of the system. In addition, contacts of hydrogen bonds between the protein and the lactose sugar were defined for to describe directionality and specificity of interactions that are fundamental in the transport pathway. Backbone dihedral angles of side chain residues represent the protein’s topology and have been used to compare conformational preferences of a specific residue in transmembrane regions of different states of LacY protein systems. The dihedral angle geometry of phenylalanine 27 (Phe27), a gating residue, was elucidated in order to gain an insight in the sugar transport pathway.

TMD was run with an optimised force constant of 7 kcal/mol/Å that promotes a decrease in the RMS distance of the sugar molecule from the defined state to the targeted state [44]. The RMS distance and the distribution of the applied force constant on the lactose sugar molecule towards its binding site were measured throughout the simulation time by calculating the centre of mass. Water typically participates in sugar recognition and association through hydrogen bonding. Hydration along the sugar pathway to the binding cavity was determined to elucidate protein dynamics during sugar transport. Using the HOLE programme [47] and VMD tools [43], the number of water molecules in the binding site was determined to describe water interactions. TMD lead to generation of the reaction coordinate as the distance from the initial defined sugar position to the targeted binding position[44]. The biased molecular dynamics method, umbrella sampling was used to provide free energy profiles associated with the identified putative sugar entry. Application of this method enables the biomolecular system to evolve from its initial equilibration state therefore enhancing the transitions between different energy minima.
Results

Equilibration
Equilibration in MD is where the Newton’s second law is solved for each atom in the system to dictate its trajectory. This allows us to explore the constant energy surface of the system by maintaining the temperature and pressure of the system constant during the molecular simulation to mimic experimental conditions.

Cell dimension analysis
At constant temperature and pressure, stability was achieved by allowing the system to evolve spontaneously for a period of ~ 60 ns enabling the removal of steric hindrances. Atoms in the system encounter different forces during interactions and to counteract this effect, periodic cell boundaries were implemented. The changes in the simulation box were used as a measure to monitor the equilibration of the system.

The relative area (Fig. 1A, Appendix) of the period box in all LacY systems decreases gradually throughout the first 20 ns and levels out there after for the total simulation time of ~ 60 ns. The height (Fig. 1B, Appendix) of the simulation box is observed to decrease initially.

Maintaining constant temperature and pressure of the systems
The LacY systems simulated in the respective protonation and conformation states consisted of varying number of atoms. The outward-facing deprotonated system contained 114,897 atoms and the outward-facing protonated system contained 114,889 atoms. The occluded protonated system contained 111,161 and the occluded deprotonated system contained 111,130 atoms. MD simulations performed at the ensembles (constant temperature and pressure) enabled the generation of several configurations that were used to calculate time dependent properties of the systems. The temperature and pressure plots shown in (Fig. 2, Appendix) were used as a measure to monitor the fluctuations in temperature and pressure throughout the simulation time. The temperature as observed in all systems was maintained within the limits of 310 K. The pressure of the systems was also observed to fluctuate within specific ranges of 1 bar. In the occluded system, fluctuations were observed within 1 Bar and 1 Bar in the outward-facing system.

RMS distance
The RMSD of the system was measured (Fig. 3, Appendix) by taking the starting structures as reference structures in the calculation. The fluctuation of atoms from their initial coordinate throughout the simulation time represents the convergence and stability of the system. As shown in the (Fig. 3A, Appendix) the protein was constrained initially (2 ns). The RMSD increases rapidly in the first part of the simulation (~ 10 ns) and then stabilises thereafter. The rmsd stabilises around 2.5 Å in the outward-facing E325H and occluded E325- system, around 3 Å in the occluded E325H and around 3.5 Å in the outward-facing E325- system (Fig. 3A, Appendix).

Since the vibrations of atoms are not random but dependent on the structural flexibility [2], the RMSF of each residue was measured for the four systems with consideration of 417 amino acids as shown in (Fig. 3B, Appendix). Convergences were observed in the protein structures in some regions of the protein. In addition, structural deviations were observed among the simulated systems with more frequency in the loop regions especially within the range of 180-220 amino acids. More deviations were observed in the Outward facing E325H (Fig. 6, Appendix).
Hydrogen bond distance

The hydrogen bond distance between specific amino acids in the binding pocket were used as a measure to ascertain the equilibration of the protein. The hydrogen bond distances were considered for Arg144(NH2)-Glu126(OE2) and Arg302(NH2)-Glu269(OE2) as shown in (Fig. 3, Appendix). The inter atomic distance between Arg302(NH2)-Glu269(OE2) increases gradually for the first 5 ns in the (occluded E325-, occluded E325H and outward-facing system) but stabilises thereafter (Fig. 3, Appendix). The outward-facing E325- system shows an initial inter atomic distance decrease for Arg302(NH2)-Glu269(OE2) which stabilises thereafter. There is 1 Å distance difference between the outward-facing state and occluded facing state for the interatomic distance of Arg144(NH2)-Glu126(OE2) (Fig. 3, Appendix).

Sugar binding

Targeted molecular dynamics

The lactose sugar molecule containing 45 atoms was guided to the final target structure by means of steering forces applied. From the TMD runs, the lactose sugars (Fig. 3A) in all the systems were observed to follow a common reaction pathway. This provided reaction coordinates for exploration of the sugar transport pathway which was dependent on each simulated system. Lactose sugar from the initially defined starting coordinates moved lineally along the Z-axis to the binding pocket where it made various contacts with the binding residues. The length of the reaction coordinate varied in every system, with 30.6 Å for the occluded E335H system, 32.1 Å for the occluded E325- system, 29.95 Å for the outward-facing E325- system and 30.94 Å for the outward-facing E325H system.

Figure 3. shows the behavior of the lactose sugar following the application of targeted molecular dynamics steering forces at the rate of 10 ns. This presentation is based on the occluded E325- system as similar results were observed in the other systems. Fig. 3A shows the guided movement of lactose (shown in balls and sticks) from the initially defined pose (red balls and sticks) to the binding pocket (blue balls and sticks) throughout the simulation time. Presented in licorice are some of the residues that participate in the sugar translocation pathway. Fig. 3B shows the linear decrease in the rms distance from the initially defined rmsd of 29.95 Å to the final rmsd of 0 Å (targeted binding position of lactose) throughout the simulation time (10 ns).
Interaction hydrogen bond distance analysis

Residues in the water filled binding site of LacY in the model systems such as Glu325, Arg144, His322, Glu269, Arg302, Glu126 and Trp151 were observed to dynamically participate in side chain interactions during H⁺/lactose symport. With reference to the proposed model of LacY transport described in Fig. 1, the salt bridge between Arg302 and Glu325 has been studied in all the model systems for its purpose in sugar binding [11]. The time evolution of Arg302(NH2)-Glu325(OE2) distance at the rate of 10 ns described in (Fig. 8, Appendix) shows the inter-atomic interaction between NH2 group on Arg302 (donor) and OE2 group on Glu325 (acceptor). In the occluded E325- system (black), the interaction between Arg302 (NH2) and Glu325 (OE2) features two possible directions of interactions. After initially restraining the protein structure, the inter-atomic distance is observed to gradually decrease and then stabilises thereafter with a distance of 4Å. In the occluded E325- system, the distance stabilises at 7 Å for almost 40 ns and far distinct from the E325H system.

In the outward-facing E325H (Fig. 8B, Appendix), the distance stabilises at 8 Å featuring one possible interaction distance that stabilises throughout the simulation time (10 ns). Unlike in the outward-facing E325- system, the inter-atomic distance in the occluded E325- displays two possible directional interactions fluctuating within shorter distances (Fig. 8A, Appendix). In addition, the interaction distance has been observed to coincide with the pKa of Glu325 (Fig. 8, Appendix) in both the protonated and deprotonated states. In the protonated states, the pKa is observed to be high as compared to the deprotonated states.

Pore diameter

The structural dynamics and pattern of pore hydration in LacY model systems were measured. A pore diameter of the hydrophilic cavity was therefore computed for the X-ray structures PDBID: 4ZYR (occluded conformation) and PDBID: 5GXB (outward-facing conformation) and for the simulated model systems using the program HOLE [47]. The cavity is observed to differ in dimension, being narrower in the outward facing model systems as compared to the occluded model systems. The variations in pore size in (Fig. 9, Appendix) were monitored throughout the simulation time (10 ns) as an important factor that governs proton transfer events during the transport cycle.

In general, the cytoplasmic region of the hydrophilic cavity remains essentially closed throughout the simulation time (10 ns) in all the simulated model systems. With reference to (Fig. 9, Appendix), the pore diameter profiles indicate that the lumen has two major constrictions both located above (periplasmic region) and below (cytoplasmic region) the binding cavity respectively. In the occluded E325- system (Fig. 9A, Appendix), the pore diameter profile (in pink lines) matches with that of the reference X-ray structure (PDBID: 4ZYR) but not with the X-ray structure (PDBID: 5GXB) and the pore is widest at the binding pocket. A large deviation in pore diameter in the top constriction (periplasmic region) has been observed between simulation profile and that of the reference X-ray structure (PDBID: 5GXB). At the cytoplasmic constriction, the pore diameter profiles in the reference and simulation profile show an agreement. In the occluded E325H system (Fig. 9B, Appendix), the periplasmic constriction and the pore diameter at binding pocket are narrower in comparison to occluded E325- system.

In the outward-facing E325H system (Fig. 9C, Appendix), the cytoplasmic constriction is the wider of the two and the pore is widest at the region around the binding pocket positioned at 5 Å along the Z-axis. The periplasmic constriction matches with the diameter profile of the occluded reference (PDBID: 4zyr) at this particular region but with a large deviation at the pore around the binding pocket. At the binding pocket the simulation diameter profile matches with the reference outward X-ray crystal structure (PDBID: 5GXB) presenting the widest pore diameter.
In the outward E325- system (Fig. 9D, Appendix), the pore diameter of the reference X-ray crystal structure (PDBID: 5GXB) matches with the simulation pore diameter but not with the X-ray crystal structure (PDBID: 4ZYR). At the region around the binding pocket, there is a large deviation in the pore size in comparison with both the X-ray crystal structures that is the PDBID: 4ZYR and PDBID: 5GXB as observed in all the outward model systems. Likewise a large difference in pore size along the Z-axis and at the periplasmic constriction is observed in the reference X-ray structures used. In addition, the periplasmic constriction is largest in the E325H (Fig. 9C, Appendix) in comparison to the E325- (Fig. 9D, Appendix).

**Dihedral angle of phenylalanine 27 residue**

The LacY model systems present the amino acid phenylalanine 27 (Phe27) that is believed to narrow the periplasmic cavity during the transport cycle [36]. The behaviour of Phe27 has been tracked through the dihedral angle analysis (Fig. 4A). The centre of mass of the sugar representing sugar movement, with Phe27 residue acting as a gating residue has therefore been tracked throughout the simulation time (Fig. 4A).

Calculation of the side chain dihedral angle for Phe27 was in consideration with angle axis CHI2: CB-CG. Therefore atom selected for the calculation of the dihedral angle for Phe27 side chain includes CA (368), CB (370), CG (373) and CD1 (374). In the occluded system E325- (Fig. 4A), the dihedral angle for Phe27 is observed to make a slight orientation reassuming the original position hence making way for the sugar to the binding cavity. The Phe27 side chain is observed to open and close after the sugar has passed by this narrow region. This is also observe in the occluded E325- (Fig. 4A) were the side chain paves way for the sugar and then closes back to assume its initial coordinates (Fig. 5, Appendix). Unlike in the outward-facing system E325- (Fig. 4A) the side chain is observed to open at sugar entry to the binding site and doesn’t close back to the initial coordinates. This is likewise observed in the outward facing E325H (Fig. 4A). To improve sampling, umbrella sampling was carried out, the reaction coordinate space was divided into windows (Fig. 7, Appendix), and for each independent simulation, the system was allowed to sample within that window for 5 ns. By allowing neighbouring windows to overlap (Fig. 7, Appendix), a PMF was calculated giving statistical weighting to the overlapping regions within windows. Suppl. Fig 7 shows the PMF of the occluded E325- (Fig. 7A, Appendix) and the occluded E325H (Fig. 7B, Appendix), with E325- exhibiting high free energy in contrast to the E325H system.
Figure 4. Indicates the centre of mass and the dihedral angle of phe27 residue throughout the simulation time of 10ns. Figure 4A shows the outward-facing system and the occlude system. The centre of mass is represented in red for the protonated systems (E325H) and black for the deprotonated system (E325-). The dihedral angle of phe27 residue is represented in green for the deprotonated (E325-) system and blue for the protonated system (E325H). Fig. 4B shows some of the residues (licorice) causing energy barriers in the transport pathway, in balls and sticks are the residues in the binding site and the sugar is shown in pink Van der waals presentation. Fig. 4C represents the energy profile along the Z-axis from the periplasm to the binding site.

Umbrella sampling was used to extract the energy profiles associated with the identified putative sugar entry pathway (Fig. 7, Appendix). It’s observed that some of the residues (Fig. 4B) along the transport pathway cause an increase in the free energy. The entry pathway has a lower free energy when the protein is protonated (Fig. 4C).
Proposed switch-like mechanism in the transport cycle of LacY

The interatomic distance of specific amino acid in the binding cavity was tracked throughout the simulation time. A residue-residue interaction was observed between specific amino acids in the event of substrate binding.

We therefore present a switch-like mechanism of Glu325 in the residue-residue interaction of His322 and Glu269 in the Fig. 5. In the distance plots in Fig. 5 (A, C and D) below, red represents the protonated system and black represents the deprotonated system. In Fig. 5A, Glu269 approaches the sugar in protonated state (E325H) unlike in the deprotonated state (E325-) of LacY as shown in Fig. 5B with blue representing E325- and red representing E325H. Glu269 in E325- was observed to interact with His322 but not with the sugar as presented in Fig. 5C. In E325H (Fig. 5C), Glu269 does not react with 322 but instead it reacts with Glu325 in Fig. 5D.

Figure 5. Indicates the residue-residue interaction of His322 and Glu269 in the proposed switch like mechanism of Glu325 in the transport cycle of LacY, Fig: 5A indicated the interatomic distance between the lactose and Glu325, Fig. 5B indicates the proximity of the lactose sugar in both the protonated (in red) and deprotonated (in blue) state of LacY protein (in green). Fig. 5C indicated the inter-atomic distance between Glu269 and His322 and Fig 5D indicates the interatomic distance between Glu325 and His322. In the distance plots red represents the protonated system while blue represents the deprotonated system.
Discussion
Transmembrane proteins mediate the exchange of various substances within the cellular environments of tissues in all life forms[6]. The advancement in structure determination methods has led to the vast number of protein structures that are critical to various cellular processes[49]. This has enabled the elucidation of protein function and to a more extent at an atomic level with the application of the principles of molecular dynamics. Lactose permease a protein model of choice is a prototype to the major facilitator superfamily and share a common fold with majority of members in the family[50]. LacY primary utilizes an existing proton gradient to shuttle galactoside sugars across the cell membrane by exhibiting specific structural rearrangements driven by subsequent protonation/deprotonation as well as sugar binding/release events. The transport mechanism of LacY has been extensively studied through biophysical and biochemical experiments and it has been suggested that it only binds the sugar in only the protonation state[6, 23]. It still remains unclear why this particular protein requires protonation for sugar binding despite the extensive studies carried out[11]. Therefore this study aimed to find the importance of protonation towards the specificity and affinity of the sugar in the transport mechanism of lactose permease protein. To accomplish this, two membrane systems that differed in conformation were modelled and in one case, the protein model was occluded with a narrow opening to the outside.

Simulations of all membrane model systems (Fig. 2) were conducted with CHARMM 36 force fields that enhanced the exploration of large scale LacY conformational changes in the defined simulation time. However, a key limitation in this study was, limited sampling due to the short timescale covered typically of 10 ns[38]. Moreover, limitations in the study were also due to the variations attributed to the force field accuracy (CHARMM 36 force fields)[41].

The structures used differed in their conformation in the way they open towards the periplasmic side. The structure referred to as occluded was more similar to that in the previous studies which was bound a higher affinity analog in the occluded state of LacY[36]. The model protein structure for the outward facing system was more open similar to the structure from the previous studies which was stabilised by a nanobody [10]. In all the defined model system the internal binding site was observed to be positioned in the center of the molecule as also described by previous studies in the determination of substrate binding residues[24].

Equilibration
The protein membrane systems built from the X-ray crystal structures were first equilibrated to obtain stable systems that are free from steric hindrance. The temperature and pressure of the systems was maintained at constant level (Fig. 2, Appendix). This prevented uncoordinated movement of atoms in the system until the equilibrium point was attained. Maintaining the temperature within the limits of 310 K prevented undesired rise in temperature by allowing the extra energy to be released to the surrounding at a physically reasonable rate. Structural deviations from the starting structures were observed in protein models measured by the RMSD based on the C alpha atomic coordinates throughout the simulation time[51]. More fluctuations observed in the first 10 ns (Fig. 3A, Appendix) indicate that the protein structures were searching for conformational stability which was later attained at ~ 60 ns. Deviations observed in all model protein structures were much caused by the flexible loop regions especially the long loop that connects the N- (helix VI) and C- terminal (helix VII)[52]. In addition, a deviation was also observed in the outward facing system caused by a shift in helix V in the E325H model protein hence narrowing the entry path but not in the E325- model protein (Fig. 6, Appendix). This coincides with recent findings were the dependence of protein protonation in the lipid stability was observed to cause a large conformational change at this very helix, there protonation of the protein with respect to Glu325 leads a various conformation changes that contribute to sugar binding[11, 53].
Due to variations in the loop regions, stability of the protein model structures was ascertained through calculation for the hydrogen bond distance key residues in the binding pocket (Arg144, Glu126 and Glu269) and residues that participate in H\(^+\) translocation (Glu269 and Arg302) (Fig. 4, Appendix). The plot (Fig. 4, Appendix) signifies that the equilibration of the protein model structures was attained throughout the simulation time. This also implies that the internal binding site remains unchanged through time with binding residues remaining in the same positions as defined in crystal structures[25]. It was thus ascertained that all the model systems were equilibrated before the production run as this removed bad contacts from the system which would have caused unnecessary drift in atoms of the model structures.

**Sugar binding**

Many biological processes rely on the transitions between conformational states of macromolecules.[1] The elucidation of specificity and affinity that is dependent of the protonation nature of LacY in the event of sugar binding involved the application of targeted molecular dynamics which applied a force on the sugar molecule driving it to the targeted binding pocket Fig. 3. TMD was therefore implemented to calculate the reaction paths (Fig. 3A) by continuously decreasing the distance in the starting structure to the targeted conformation with the help of a constraint[54]. It was therefore observed that the gradual decrease trend from the initial RMSD at the first TMD step to the final RMSD at last TMD step was similar in all the systems. With a common sugar path way, it was observed that lactose binding to the pocket is consistent with prior findings from studies of bound NPG and TDG galactopyranoside sugars[9, 10, 36]. This clear indicates that the transport pathway in the LacY protein is the same irrespective of the conformational state and the protonation state[34]. The galactopyranosyl ring was observed to interact more with residues in the binding cavity with pronounced proximity in the protonated LacY model systems.

The dynamic structural interaction between residues comprising the \( \text{H}^+ \) translocation and with reference to the protonation state of Glu325 has been compared between E325H and E325- simulations. It was clearly revealed that Glu325 plays an essential role in galactoside/\( \text{H}^+ \) symport and this coincides with the pKa value (Fig. 8, Appendix)[23]. Keeping the sugar in the binding cavity, variations in the pKa value of Glu325 were observed in both the protonated state and the deprotonated state. The inter-atomic distances of Arg302-Glu325 elucidated show various differences along the transport cycle mainly driven by the subsequent deprotonation/protonation events in the bound state of the model systems (Fig. 8, Appendix). It was notices that stability of Glu325-Agr303 interaction in the protonated systems throughout the simulation time may be influenced by the surrounding residues. It has been suggested before that deprotonation involves a decrease in pKa as this was also observed in the conducted simulations (Fig. 8, Appendix). In the deprotonated system (occluded E325- and outward-facing E325-) a decrease in pKa may thus be attributed to the approximation of Arg302 to Glu325 (Fig. 8, Appendix) as suggested by previous simulation studies in the apo state. Therefore protonation for sugar binding may be dependent on the pKa of Glu325 with deprotonation for the turnover in the transport cycle of LacY.

The structure and pattern of hydration in the pore found at the interface of the N- and C- domain was observed to vary in the LacY model systems (Fig. 9, Appendix). In general the cytoplasmic cavity remains essentially closed in all the simulated systems with deviation in the diameter profile from the crystal structures in the periplasmic region (Fig. 9, Appendix).

The pore diameter is widest at \( \sim 5 \text{ Å} \) along the Z axis as this region constitutes the binding cavity and observed to be consistent with the X-ray structures. This indicates that binding site remains unchanged since it remains open to sugar binding. A significant constriction at \( 10 \text{ Å} \) long the Z- axis presents the gating residue Phe27 as this is in close agreement with the crystal structures of the apo LacY (PDBID: 5GXB) and the sugar bound structure (PDBID: 4ZRY) (Fig. 9, Appendix). Although Phe27
narrow the entrance of the lactose sugar at the periplasmic site, the binding pocket remains freely accessible in all the model systems. Changes in the occluded modelled systems are more pronounced than in the outward-facing state with reference to the narrow region around Phe27. To supplement on the previous studies which suggested that Phe27 narrows the periplasmic region[5], this was observed to be dependent on the conformational state of LacY which are directly influenced by the protonation state of the protein. The outward facing E325H system (Fig. 9A, Appendix) presents a significant decrease of the periplasmic pore diameter that may be attributed to a shift in helix V in response to the protonated Glu325 unlike in the outward-facing E325- system (Fig. 9B, Appendix). In the occluded E325- model system (Fig. 9A) there less conformational changes at the periplasmic cavity and thus observed to be in agreement with the X-ray crystal structure unlike in the occluded E325H system (Fig. 8D, Appendix). The significant difference observed at the periplasmic region between the occluded E325H and E325- with more pronounced fluctuations in the occluded E325- may therefore be attributed to the protonated nature of Glu325 side chain.

**Mechanism of sugar binding**

The coupling between the two states that is the outward-open and inward-open conformation bind the sugar at one side of the membrane and releases it to the other side of the membrane involving the H⁺ translocation [11]. These processes only occur in the protonated state of LacY with Glu325 playing the central role in the H⁺ transfer events [11, 21, 23]. Previous findings suggest that protonation precedes sugar binding though why LacY should be protonated before sugar binding had not been resolved. In Fig. 5, we present a switch-like mechanism of Glu325 in the interaction with Glu269 and H322 that is proposed elucidating need for protonation of LacY in sugar binding. Glu269 that couples between sugar binding and proton translocation is available for sugar binding only in the protonated state (Fig. 5A) unlike in the deprotonated state. This is because a charge on E325 induces a tighter interaction with Tyr236 which makes His322 to move and interact with Glu269 (Fig. 5C) but not with the sugar (Galactoside ring) hence hindering sugar binding in the deprotonated state of LacY. Therefore, the switch-like mechanism of Glu325 in the residue-residue interaction of His322 and Glu269 leads to sugar binding only in the protonated state of LacY.

**Energetics of sugar transport**

The PMF along the Z -Axis, from the periplasm to the binding site (Fig. 4C) features multiple local energy barriers in the sugar entry pathway. The transition between energy barriers is associated with an increase in the free energy due to sugar-hydrogen interaction as well as hydrophobic contacts during the translocation pathway[9, 55, 56]. The largest free energy barrier was observed in the deprotonated system measuring approximately 2.8 kcal/mol in contrast to the protonated state of LacY (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, the barriers at the periplasmic half channel are smaller reflecting that this channel remains open in contrast to the middle of the channel[17, 21].

Together these findings contribute to the understanding of sugar translocation and H⁺ coupling mechanism in the LacY transport cycle. Affinity was therefore attributed to the galactopyranosyl ring of the lactose sugar since it interacts more in the binding site in the event of sugar binding which was observed to be directly influenced by the protonation of the LacY protein. Therefore with reference to the proposed switch-like mechanism, it was suggested that substrate binding only occurs in the protonated state with specificity influenced by a combination of irreplaceable residues in the binding site which include Glu269, Glu126, Arg302, Arg144, His322 and Glu325. Since LacY is a prototype system for the MFS and exhibits the same basic fold with all other members of the family including the human glucose transporter (GLUT1), these findings may boost drug discovery to annihilate diseases that present the biggest toll on human life hence ensuring the wellbeing of the society.
Ethical aspects and impact to the Society

With reference to the study objective, no ethical concerns and approval were considered since the study was performed through computational simulations (*in silico*). The advantage of conducting *in silico* simulations is that it offers no need for use of animal models, cells and human experiments hence saving time and added costs as well as various regulations. However, existing biochemical and biophysical experimentation methods that form the basis of the determined structures were all under approval by the respective local committees. For example, in the determination of an outward facing conformation of LacY, single-domain nanobodies were used [28, 36]. All practices underlying the development of single-domain nanobodies against a double mutant to stabilise this state were conducted after approval by an ethical committee (Ethical committee at Vrije Universiteit Brussel, VUB project 13-601-1) and also following the guidelines of EU animal welfare [36].

Following previous studies on the structure of Lactose permease from *Escherichia coli*, the starting structures used for the aim of the study were prepared based on their corresponding X-ray structures PDB ID: 5GXB [28] and PDB ID: 4ZYR [9]. These were obtained from the public repository Protein Data Bank (PDB) www.rcsb.org [57]. Therefore all materials used from the database archive were free from all copyright restrictions and was fully accessible for academic and research purpose. The determination of affinity and specificity in LacY through the application of molecular dynamics will contribute to the existing body of knowledge and understanding of the coupled sugar/H⁺ transport mechanism. In addition, this study with the employment of LacY a model system, could give insights which may be applicable in drug design hence benefiting the scientific community. It is also intended that results from this study are to be compared to the already existing biochemical data and thus there no ethical aspects to consider. These findings may boost drug discovery to annihilate diseases that present the biggest toll on human life hence ensuring the wellbeing of the society.
Future perspective
Biomolecules typically consist of a vast number of interacting particles and their properties give a holistic view of the dynamic evolution of the system[7, 39]. MD as a method of choice was utilised to understand the dynamics in sugar binding with reference to the protonated state of LacY. A detailed atomistic view of the molecular elements that govern specificity and affinity in the event sugar binding was obtained.

This study provided a proposed switch-like mechanism of Glu325 that defines why LacY must be protonated for sugar binding to occur hence influences the affinity and specificity of the protein towards substrate binding. Therefore, from now we know that the inter-atomic interactions of Glu269 and H322 influenced by Glu325H determine sugar binding hence bridging a gap in the LacY transport mechanism. With reference to the energetics of sugar transport[56], lower free energy was observed in the protonated sugar pathway unlike in deprotonated pathway which was brought about by the switch-like mechanism of Glu325.

With reference to the short timescale used, future simulations should be based on more numbers of simulation time scales to capture more dynamics in the transport cycle[40]. However, our simulations do provide an atomistic detailed picture of the molecular events relevant to the transport mechanism[21, 34]. Future experimental studies should be performed on these systems to validate the proposed switch-like mechanism in the transport cycle of LacY.
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Appendices

Fig 1. shows the equilibration of the simulated systems as referred from cell dimensions throughout the simulation time ~ 60 ns. The periodic cell parameters for the respective systems are shown in specific colours. Blue represents the outward-facing E325-, green represents the outward-facing E325H, red represents the occluded E325H and black represents the occluded E325- system. A represents the relative area/Å² of the simulation boxes for the respective systems and B represents the height/Å for the specific systems.

Fig 2. shows fluctuation and distribution of temperature and pressure of the LacY systems through the simulation time following the equilibration phase. The temperature in all systems (Fig 2B, 2D, 2G and 2H) is observed to fluctuate within the set value of 310 K. The pressure in the occluded system state (Fig 2A and 2C) fluctuates within the value of 1 Bar and 1 Bar for the outward-facing state system (Fig 2E and Fig 2F). The kinetics of the systems was observed to remain constant throughout the simulation time of ~ 60 ns.
Fig 3. shows the rms distance with respect to the simulated LacY systems indicating their stability and equilibration. Figure 3A represents the root mean square deviation plots for backbone vs simulation time (~ 60ns) for the four LacY systems, occluded E325- in black, occluded E325H in red, outward-facing E325- in blue and outward E325H in green. Figure 3B represents RMSF plots for backbone vs residue number for the four systems, occluded E325- in black, occluded E325H in red, outward-facing E325- in blue and outward E325H in green. The total number of residues considered was 417 amino acids for each system.

Fig 4. shows the inter atomic distances throughout the simulation time (~ 60 ns) for each simulated systems presented in the order of occluded E325- > occluded E325H > outward-facing E325- and outward-facing E325H. Black represents the hydrogen bond distance between Arg302(NH2)-Glu269(OE2) and red represents the hydrogen bond bond distance between Arg144(NH2)-Glu126(OE2).
Fig 5. shows the cartoon presentation of the dihedral angle of Phe27 during sugar movement to the binding site. In yellow ribbons is the protein model structure of outward facing state, in liquorice is the phe27 residue making an angle of (-100 to 100°) and in balls and sticks are the residues in the binding pocket.

Fig 6. shows the helical shift (helix VII) in the outward-facing protonated system (E325H). Red represents the outward-facing system (E325H) and yellow represents the outward-facing system (E325-), the broad black arrow represents the entry pathway of the Lactose sugar.
Fig 7. shows the potential of mean force for the occluded protonated and deprotonated systems. The red lines represent the PMF and the black line represents the counts in the simulated windows along the Z-axis.

Fig 8. shows the interatomic distance between Arg302 and Glu325 and the pKa of Glu325. Fig. 8A represents the occlude system and Fig. 8B represents the outward facing system. The interatomic distance is shown in black for the deprotonated system (E325-) and in red for the protonated system (E325H). The pKa of Glu325 is shown in green for the deprotonated system (E325-) and in blue for the protonated system (E325H).
Fig 9. shows the variations in pore sizes for the four simulated LacY model systems with reference to the respective crystal structures PDBID: 4zyr (occluded conformation in thick red line) and PDBID 5GXB (outward-facing conformation thick blue line). In pink lines represents the water occupancy profiles of each system throughout the simulation time (10 ns). Fig. 9A shows the pore diameter for the outward facing E325H system, Fig. 9B for the outward facing E325- system, Fig. 9C represents the occluded E325H system and Fig. 9D representing the occluded E325- system. The periplasmic region is shown at the top and the cytoplasmic region is shown at the bottom of the diameter profile.